
Charles Babcock

— August 27, 1913

The following memorial minute was adopted by rising vote :

“On August 27th, a month before our reassembling, there passed  from this life, in his eighty-fifth year, our oldest 

colleague, Professor  Charles Babcock, for a quarter-century the head of our school of  architecture.

“He was not a member of the original Faculty of Cornell; but it  was only because his department had first to be 

called into existence.  With its establishment, in 1871, he became its head; and from that  day of poverty, when for 

long he was its sole instructor and with his  own hands created much of its equipment, to that other in 1896, when  

he surrendered it, a full college of the University, to his successor, he  was not only its guiding intellect, but its soul. 

His devotion to his  art and to his students, the broad humanity of his interests, his sane  and quiet judgment, 

that masculine gruffness in his deep voice which  veiled his kindly heart and lent a piquancy to his playful humor, 

the  sound culture and sturdy manhood that breathed in all he said or did,  made him beloved by his pupils and 

by his fellow teachers. His influence was not confined to the work of instruction. As architect he  gave us noble 

buildings which still adorn our Campus—Sage College,  Sage Chapel with its memorial annex and apse, Lincoln 

and Franklin  Halls—and as administrator he had a weighty, though always modest,  voice in the shaping of the 

University as a whole.

“Nor can his colleagues forget his long career as rector to that  little group which, in the days of our isolation, met 

weekly in the  transept of Sage Chapel, or that frequent service at the Chapel’s  lectern when any accident deprived 

us of a preacher, or yet that  kindly thought for others’ needs, which, even more than these perhaps, made him in 

those days almost a college pastor.

“Since his retirement, he has dwelt among us still, a thoughtful,  genial friend and neighbor, lending to our Campus 

the quiet dignity  of his presence and to our social life the ripe charm of his reposeful  character. They have been 

to us a benediction which we shall sadly  miss, and of which we here record our grateful memory.”

I. P. Church, G. L. Burr, C. A. Martin, Chairman

Source: Records, p. 607, October 15, 1913
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